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in the m id 20s . Eastern llllnols University I Charlest�n, Ill./ Vol. 88, No. 80 / 18 Pages 
Soph omore D iana· De lane y  fi(l is hes ty ing he r s hoe lace s  as she pr epar es t o  
eon th e campus pon d  . •  Cold te mper atures over the last fe w days have ke pt 
pond froz en and many stude nt s have t ake n  advantage of the fun . · ( Ne ws 
to by T om Rober ts . )  
extboc;>k rental increase _ 
robable for fall semester 
Peggy Schneider 
Textbook rental fees will probably 
rease in' the fall of 1 98 1  to cover 
ing operatfog costs, but the amount 
the increase is yet to be determined, 
of Student Academic Services 
uel Taber said Wednesday. · 
"We can't keep operating at the 
ent level. .If we don't  increase the 
, we are out of business , "  Taber 
'd. 
The only place the Textbook Library 
turn to for more funds is the 
dents, Taber added . 
Glenn Williams, vice president for 
dent affairs ,  was unavailable for 
mment Wednesday on the financial 
tus of the Textbook Library, but 
ice President for Administration and 
mance George Miller said the Library 
"not bankrupt . "  
Before any increase i n  the Textbook. 
'brary is official , it must be approved 
the Board of Governors, Taber 
'd. 
he thought students 
not mind the fee increase "if the 
· is reasonable for the services they 
ive." 
Currently students pay $20 per 
ester to rent their textbooks . 
Student Body President Bob Glover 
calls an increase a "compromise 
situation, " and said he is in favor of an 
increase. 
The Textbook Library has had to 
curtail book purchases this semester, ·  
buying "only what we had to, "  Taber 
said . ' The purchases are oeferred until 
later funds allow additional books to 
be bought, he said . 
Department requests for new books 
which were not for new courses were 
not honored even though the course 
may have been eligible for new 
editions, Textbook Library Director 
Richard Sandefer said Wednesday. 
Taber, who is drawing up the 
Textbook Library' s  fiscal year 1 982 
budget, said the largest percentage of 
the budget is spent on book purchases, 
although he said he did not have a 
breakdown of the percentages . 
Taber said he is assessing the results 
of a study conducted by the Textbook 
Library Dec. 8- 1 9  to determine the cost 
to smaents or renting books by the 
current system compared to buying 
.books. 
He added he will not have the results 
for at least another week. 
The study contains the -costs of 
books for 20 full-time students at each 
class level , he said . 
House OKs ISSC bill; 
Thompson apt to veto 
by Linda Charnesky 
Th e I l l i n o i s  H o u s e  o f  
Representatives gave the Illinois State 
Scholarship- Commission yet another 
chance for receiving $5. 8  million in 
supplemental appropriations, passing a 
second bill with 1 07 yes votes 
Wednesday. 
The bill now goes to Gov. James 
Thompson. 
· 
If Thompson passes .the bill , some 
20,000 Illinois university students who 
submitted ISSC applications after 
Aug. 28 when the ISSC 'stopped 
processing applications, will receive 
scholarship money for the 1 980-8 1 
school year, Ralph Godzicki,  assistant 
executive director · of the ISSC," said 
Wednesday. 
Also included in the $5. 8  million is 
$500,000 that would cover unpaid 
'awards from the 1 979-80 school year, 
he said. 
Godzicki said Thompson indicated 
Wednesday morning that he still has no 
intentions of signing the bill because of 
the financial problems with the state at 
this time. 
Godzicki added that the ISSC is also 
concerned· with the financial condition 
of the state and is taking steps fo 
control its budget for next year . 
While Godzicki said he is not 
optimistic that Thompson will sign the 
bill, he did say he was "hopeful that 
the governor would sign . ' '  
However, Sen. Aldo DeAngelis ,  D-
Chicago Heights, one of the three 
sponsors supporting legislation that 
would give the ISSC more money to . 
finish the school year, said Monday 
that he would introduce yet another 
bilr if Thompson vetoes the current 
one. 
Rep. Sam McGrew, D-Galesburg, 
and Sen. Richard Newhouse, D­
Chicago, are also active supporters of 
additional funding for the ISSC. 
McGrew, chief sponsor of the bill in· 
the House that passed Wednesday, was 
unavailable for comment . 
"The support shows that the 
legislators are there to support the 
students, "  Godzicki said . 
If .a new bill was introduced, 
legislation would not come out until 
about May, when the school year is 
virtually over, Godzicki said . 
He said if the legislature would pass 
legislation late in the school year and 
Thompson approved it, it would be an 
"administrative challenge" for the 
universities and colleges to verify 
which students registered with the 
ISSC so that their scholarship money 
could be sent to them. 
John Flynn,  Eastern' s  associate 
financial aid director, was not 
available for comment Wednesday on 
what role financial aid administrators 
would play in helping return 
scholarships if legislation passed late in 
the school year. 
Cart�r paints grim future 
for·America in last speech 
by the Associated Press 
President Carter bid farewell to the 
nation Wednesday night with a solemn 
warning that the· danger of nuclear 
annihilation is growing and the selfish 
desires of special interest are assuming 
strong influence over American 
political life .  
In his  last scheduled speech as 
president, Carter said he "can't  predict 
yet what will happen" to the American 
hostages whose Iranian captivity 
dominated the ,last 1 4  months of his 
administration . In a quiet voice, he . 
said. that during his last days in office 
he would work and pray for their safe 
release.  
Carter' s  speech was delivered from 
· the Oval Office . Seated before the desk 
he is giving ·up there next Tuesday, he 
described" democracy as ' ' an unfinished 
· creation , "  and offered his updated 
interpretation of the most oft-quoted 
·passage from .the Declai:ation of 
Independence: _ 
" For this genereation, " Carter said, 
" life is nuclear survival; liberty is 
human rights; the pursuit of happiness 
is a planet whose resources are devoted 
to the physical and spiritual 
nourishment of its inhabitants ." 
Without rekindling the debate_ that 
marked his campaign against Ronald 
Reagan, Carter said the American 
people must never shrink from the 
struggle for human rights , to protect 
th� environment and to control nuclear 
weapons - all areas where he generally 
differs from Reagan. 
Carter departed from the text of his 
speech only once - at the end of his 20-
minute nationally broadcast address -
to speak of the hostages , who had been 
conspic·uously absent .from his  
remarks. He shed no new light on the 
·negotiations that continue abroad. 
In the waning days of his term, 
Carter said, "I will continue as I have 
during the past 1 4  months to work 
hard and to pray for the lives and the 
well being of the American hostages 
held in Iran. "  He added , "I can't  
predict yet what will happen, but I 
hopoe you will j oin me in my constant 
·prayer for their freedon. " 
He did not mention the economy, 
another key issue that helped bring 
_down his presidency. 
Carter said of Reagan, his successor 
at noon next Tuesday: ' 'To the very 
limits of conscience ·and conviction, I 
pledge fo support him . "  He wished 
·Reagan " success and Godspeed. "  
The outgoing president expressed 
gratitude to the • American people 
' ' because you gave me th is  
extraordinary opportunity to  serve. "  
H e  n e v e r  m e n t i o n e d· t h e i r  
overwhelming rejection o f  his 
leadership at the polls last Nov. 4.  
Rather than drive to Capitol Hill  to 
address a joint session of Congress, 
Carter chose to make his last speech 
from the White House and bill it a 
farewell address, instead of a report on 
the state of the union. 
1 
Il l. Gen. Assembly provides 
Chrysler $20 mil lion loan 
SPRINGFIRLD, Ill .-Despite objections that it was 
trying to save a dinosau!, the ou�going Ge��ral 
Assembly voted Wednesday to provide $20 milhon 
for a state loan to the financially crippled Chrysler 
Corp. 
· 
_ 
Final action came.as the House votea 1 00-60 to 
send the loan measure· to Gov. James R .  
Thompson, who supports it . But the House first 
had to suspend its scheduled noon adjournment of 
the old legislature before the new General Assembly 
was sworn in. 
The state Senate minutes earlier had voted 34- 1 8  
to approve the loan a s  lawmakers raced against the 
noon deadline. 
The outgoing 81 st General Assembly already had 
authorized the state to make the loan to the nation's  
No. 3 automaker . , 
The legislation approved Wednesday actually 
freed the money from state lottery revenues. But 
Illinois ' commerce director and Govorner 
Thompson still must approve the loan before any 
money can be forwarded to the nation's  No. 3 
automaker . 
Cronkite and Carter officials 
to receive high honors 
W ASHINGTCJN-The Medal of Freedom-the 
nation's highest civilian honor-will be presented to 
television anchorman Walter Cronkite, several 
members of the Carter administration and others in 
a ceremony Friday, President Carter has 
Thursday, January 1 5 ,  1 98 1 
Thursday's 
(AP) News shorts 
announced. 
The medal will also be awarded posthumously to 
Earl Warren, former chief justice of the Surpreme 
Court, Carter said Wednesday. 
The list of the recipients includes : Harold Brown, 
secretary of defense; Zbigniew Brzezinski, national 
security advisor; Warren Christopher, deputy 
secretary of state; Edmund Muskie, secretary of 
state; Esther Peterson, consumer affairs advisor; 
Andrew Young,  former United Nations 
Ambassador. 
OMB designate listed 
as a potential subversive 
LANSING,Mich.-To . their surprise, pride or 
disgust, thousands of people in Michigan are 
learning that for years a state police " Red Squad" 
spied on them and listed their names as potential 
subversives . 
· 
Among them: David Stockman, the conservative 
republican congressman chosen to head the office 
·of management and budget in the Reagan 
administration. Tabs were' kept on Stockman 
during his student days at Michigan State 
University, when he was affiliated with a church 
group trying to increase public awareness of the 
Vietnam War. 
Under a court order, state police have been trying 
The Dally Eastern News 
since November to notify 32,000 people that their 
names are posted on files amassed by the force' s  
Special Investigation Unit, the Red Squad . · 
Thursday is the deadline for submitting a request 
to see- a file, but officials say it may be months 
before the microfilm rec0rds can be put on paper 
for distibution. 
Censorship charge leads 
to 5 editor resignations 
CHICAGO (AP)-Five student editors of the 
Chicago State University student newspaper have 
resigned in protest of what they say is an attempt by 
th school's administration to censor the 
publication. 
The editors said their protest stems from the 
replacement of the newspaper's  adviser last weelC, 
which they said resulted from newspaper articles 
critical of university president Benjamin Alexander. 
Alexander has denied the allegations, contending 
that the removal of advisor James Friend was "an 
efficiency move." Friend had been the paper's 
faculty adviser for 13 years. 
The edi(ors' resignations Monday coincided with 
the publication of the final installment of a series of 
stories critical of Alexander and other Chicago 
State administrators. The stories were written by 
Elmer Washington, formerly university vice­
president and now a chemistry professor.· 
Managing editor Joyce W erges said that the lack 
of a " logical explanation" for Friend' s  ouster led 
the editorial board to assume that " the replacement 
was· the administration's  attempt to censor the 
news ."  
ARROW TRAVEL 
1115 Lincoln Avenue 
Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Spring break - Bahamas 
1 week, hotel plus air 
. . .  
�v� e . �&HtFREE quart of Coke with any large pizza 
f7' . • � (carry out and delivery only) 
·,' "-..... _ _.., •Dine on spaghetti, ravioli - - and mostaccioli dinners 
.$399.95 Plan now for summer
· 
European travel 
.Cao Now! 348-0147 
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_ _.,:/ � • At our new location 
716 Jackson Open Daily 5 p.m. 
f.!�!!r.Y 
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samples for your apartment 
or dorm room! 
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... also bathroom Now thru Jan. 30 only 
accessories 
s259s 
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ebruary IBHE meeti ng deemed 'critical' • • •  
Jane Meyer 
Because Gov. James Thompson will 
orm t�e board of how much money 
available for higher education next 
, the Feb: 3 meeting of the Illinois 
d of Higher Education "is 
'tical," a Board of Governors · 
ficial said Wednesday. 
"We are very concerned at the 
oment that his (Thompson's) 
oposal is a close precentage to the 
' inal . amount that we have 
ested,"  Donald _Walters, BOG 
utive director said. 
. 
Under the IBHE's proposal , Eastern 
ergraduaie students will be paying 
approximate addition of $61· per 
in tuition accounting for a 1 0  
n t  increase i n  tuition for each of 
five governing boards . 
The five governing boards are the 
'versity of Illinois · ' Board of 
tees, Southern Illinois University 
d of Trustees, the Board of 
ents and the BOG. 
Walters said all of the schools 'in the 
-Eastern, Northeastern Illinois ,  
Vernor's State, - Chicago State 
'versity, and Western Illinois will be -
with the $61 increase if the proposal 
passed by the legislature. 
He said, however, that the IBHE 
posal is advisory only. 
uwe (the university governing 
ems) are at libe�ty to view the 
mmendation as advisory , '' 
ters said. 
e said, "We don't have to accept 
that amount. All of the gove.rning 
boards give very much cons1deq1tion · 
and credence to their (the IBHE's) 
recommendations though.'' 
Walters said each of the governing 
boards debated and went through 
weeks of discussion before handing 
their 1 982 budget proposals io the 
IBHE prior to its Jan. 6 meeting . 
Walters and presidents of the 
schools within the BOG system 
presented their j oint recommendation 
for the budget to the BOG in July. 
. At that time, Walters said the 
recommendations did not include a 
tuition increase for the 1 982 budget. 
In the BOG's final budget proposal 
to the IBHE later in the year, a total 
increase of_ $ 1 6  million for 1 982 was 
requested . The amount is an 
approximate increase of 13 percent 
from the previous year's budget, 
Walters said . 
The IBHE proposal granted BOG 
schools a·$t'3.7 million increase for the 
coming year which is a 10 .8  percent 
increase from the 1 981 budget . 
" Relatively speaking, the board gave 
the BOG schools a very high 
percentage_ of their original request," 
Walters said . 
He said, "We got 10 .8  percent out of 
1 3  percent requested which is a close 
margin. '; 
Walters also said the proposed 1 0.5 
percent increase for faculty salaries is 
not unreasonable if it is the first step in 
a multi-year catch-up program. 
J 
t 
Do nald W alters 
Executive Director, Board of Governors 
"The BHE and four university 
systems did a faculty study and 
compared the salaries of people within 
our system to those at comparable 
universities throughout the nation," he 
said . 
"This_ was a very maj or.study. What 
we found out is that our faculty is 
behind in salary about 4 to 6 percent . 
To catch-up with the median range of 
salaries at comparable universities, .we 
would ·need another 6 percent or so­
over the t°981 figures," Walters added. 
The 1 0.5 percent incre�e the IBHE 
· suggested includes a base increase of 9 
·percent to all faculty and an additional 
1 .5 percent catch-up amount, he said . 
"The 1 .5 percent reflects only a part 
of what we are behind," Walters said. 
" My acceptance of this amount is the 
understanding that two or three other 
pieces (additional salary increases) are 
forthcoming." 
· 
The bo�rd's increase represents the 
average amount that would be received 
by 90 percent of the continuing faculty 
in Illinois for this year . 1,'he remaining 
10 percent includes turnover whether· 
through death , resignation or 
retirement, Walter said . 
The BOG, however, has calculated 
the amount of turnover rate within the 
BOG schools yearly to approximately 5 
percent, he added. 
"Some_ turnover doesn't help and 
somes does ," Walters explained. 
<ISome critical positions need to be 
refilled if a vacancy occurs .  Other 
pos itions that ' become vacant 
sometimes aren't necessary to.  refill 
because of reduced enrollment or - a 
program needs to be changed."  
When the money becomes available 
from those empty positions then it can 
be· reallocated to another department, 
such as faculty salaries, Walters said. 
The BOG's final recommendations 
for the 1982 budget including the 
possible tuition increase and faculty 
salary raises wfll not be discussed until 
the Feb. 26 meeting of the board. 
Although the BOG 'has an earlier 
meeting on Jan. 22, Walters said a 
specific recommendation could not be 
made until the board had heard Gov. 
Thompson's proposal . 
The board will instead, at the 
January meeting, hear a summary of 
the proposal made by the IBHE and 
background on its 1 982 budget, 
Walters said . 
. .faculty _disagrees with salary proposal 
Unda Fraembs 
:The Illinois Board of Higher Education's 
sed faculty salary increase of 1 0.5 per�ent for 
year will not be enough to keep up with 
tion, members of Eastern's faculty said. 
esday. · 
t of its $1 .28 billion fiscal year 1 982 budget, 
-board allocated about 1 0.5 percent of that 
et for faculty salary increases. . 
The figure certainly is deceptive,'' Richard 
, legislative ·director of the. University 
fessionals of Illinois local 4100, said. 
a said the figure is based on only 90 percent 
year's budget. When put on a 'scale of 1 00  
t ,  the figure drops to 9.45 percent, h e  said. 
argaret Schmid, president of the UPI local 
, said the IBHE based the figure on a 90 
t scale because the board calculated that only 
90 percent of university instructors will be returning 
in fiscal year 1 982 due to turnover rates . 
" That figure has been inflated artificially," she 
said. " The IBHE doesn't have the data on 
turnovers necessary to make that decision. '' 
Schmid said when the UPI testified before the 
IBHE in December the board requested that the 
Board of Governors gather the information on 
turnovers. She said, however, that the BOG did not 
gather the information. 
Executive Director of the BOG Donald Walters 
said the 1 0.5 percent figure was derived by 
assuming that teacher turnovers would result in the 
eliminations of jobs either because enrollment has 
gone ·down or because a program may have been 
changed since the position was created . 
" The amou.nt that would have been spent in that 
turnover can be recaptured and used in another 
department for faculty salaries, for example,"  
Walters said . " In that way this amount can be used 
to help catch-up salaries .'' 
Dulka said the figure tends to confuse some 
legislators: 
He added that even if the figure were 1 0.5 percent 
on a scale of 100 percent, it would not be enough to 
keep up with inflation. · · 
Douglas Dibfanco, secretary of the UPI local 
4 1 00  and also of Eastern's chapter .of the union, 
said faculty members had originally asked_ for a 19 
percent salary increase. · 
He explained that 13.5 percent -of the 
recommended figure was intended to combat 
inflation, with the remaining· 5.5 percent delegated 
as a " catch-up" increase .  
" I  think w e  deserve the 1 9  percent w e  asked for," 
he said . 
...,_....._ ____________________ .._.._ __________________ _. ���������#$���������$$$$$$��$$$��
Welcome Back E.I.U. Students 
Back to School Special 
Pabst Qts. $ 1.00 
While They Last , 
Mike and Stans Stable 
504Monroe· 
LADIES ' 
Want a new·look for the New Year? 
Come inf or a free makeover at 
MERLE NORMAN Studio. 
Call today for appt. 
' 345-5062 
MERLE NORMAN 
COSMETICS 
Olde-Towne Shopping Center 
Prince Auto Body 
.345-7832 
1607 Madison St. 
Charleston 
FOR QUALITY 
BODY & FENDER REPAIR-
f---Come Party at Ted's_Tonite with�1 
' 
· ''ReRuns'' - - _ I . . f :- With Mike Hussler and Peter Bailey 1 
1 formerly of "Slink Rand" I : ·Playing_ music &om the 60s 
I 
. 
1 Beatles, etc. -
I : *Special - $2.00 pitcher of Old Style 
: - Early Bird Special - . 
l__9�tJ!!f.O.IE!'.!Y_�O��J!!1_!!:!�£��e.����f!l_8_:�Q_. _ _, 
age 0 u r Editorials represent the majority opinion of our editorial board 
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Thurs"ay, January 15, 1981 
Marvin should approvecable TV 
We urge Eastern administrators to consider 
the opinion expressed last semester by campus 
housing residents on the installation of cable TV 
in the residence halls. 
Residents of the dormitories voted in 
December to approve an approximate $9 
increase in their housing costs next fall to install 
Liberty Cable TV in each resident's room. 
A total of 1 , 7 4 1 students voted in the food 
services with 1,267 of that number/approving 
the increase. At that time, 4, 500 students wer� 
residing in.the halls. 
· 
Eastern housing director Lou Hencken said 
the installation of the cable service should 
improve .the poor television reception in most 
resident's rooms. Hencken has also said the 
approximate $9 fee would be a maximum 
amount. 
· 
193:1.. 
Hencken said although there will be another 
housing increase in the fall, the cost of the 
service is separate and would be a "new fee" for 
residents. 
Since students in the resident halls have 
approved the installation, the next approval must 
come from Vice . President of Student Affairs· 
Glen Williams. 
Upon a "yes" ·recommendation by Williams, 
President Daniel E. Marvin and the Board of 
Governors must make the final decision on the 
cable service installation. 
.Residents have already. approveq the 
installation of the service and have been 
forewarned of the costs and administrators 
should take into account these views and 
seriously consider the installation of such a 
. service. 
..._,:.---
· --::�:=--,:::--·�-�=· :.=� 
Granville speeded up market's decline 
(Solly Jo Wright is an associate professor in finance. She 
has done consulting work in the investment market and 
with corporations.) 
Many people have blamed Joseph Granville for sending 
the stock market reeling in its largest decline since October 
of 1979. Actually, the market would have probably 
declined even without his intervention. 
Granville, a well-known investment counselor, 
previously had been calling for a rising market in the 
immediate future.The market did rise and soon after, 
Granville immediately reversed his earlier predictions and 
urged people to sell. 
Granville then activated his "early warning" system; a 
series of telephone calls and telegrams to some 3,000 
subscribers to his investment service . went out Tuesday 
evening telling them to "sell all." Faithfully following 
Granville's  advice investors and brokers across the country 
began filing sell orders. The market plummeted a 
resounding 23.80 points on the Dow Jones average. 
The question on Wall Str�t is "Did Granville predict a 
legitimate decline, or did the market decline because 
Granville predicted it?" Granville addressed this question 
in the January 8 issue of The Wall Street Journal: "When 
the Dow closed at the new high, a m�jority of our major 
indicators failed to confirm that move with their own new 
highs .  The market' s  fair· game and wouldn' t  give a valid 
sell signal unless it has the intuition of a major new down · 
trend." 
· 
Granville' s  abrupt change from bull to bear did not seem 
out (lf order to many Wall Street watchers . Many experts 
have been predicting a decline for quite some time. High· 
interest rates, low demand in residential construction, 
Viewpoint: 
Sally Jo Wright 
rising unemployment and dependency on foreign oil are 
factors used by econo�ic analysts to predict ·such a 
subsequent decline in the stock market. 
· 
Did Granville's  "early warning" sell recommendations 
cause the market to decline? Probably not. Too many 
factors suggested a probable decline. His advice did likely 
cause the eventual decline to occur earlier and more rapidly 
than it would have without the s�ll recommendations. 
In the style of a true showman, Granville made 
announcements to the press and public that he had 
activated his early warning system. His announcement 
came shortly after the close of the biggest day in the history 
of the New York Stock Exchange. 
Wednesday, a week and a half after the Granville 
announcement the Dow stands at 972, some· 30 point� 
below the 1004 high of last week. Two weeks ago 
Wednesday the market closed at 968. Did Granville 
appreciably change the Dow. It does not seem so, does it? 
The Granville 'phenomena was a short-lived ripple on 
Wall Street. Estimates of $40 billion losses for the day have 
been made. If the market had declined on its own, as so 
many aqalysts suggested, then the same losses would have 
occurred over' a J)eriod of a few weeks anyway. 
Did Granville cause the fall? No! Did he build his 
reputation and pr:ofit by the fall? Yes . Indeed he made a 
grandstand play but who can fault a successful 
entreprenuer in a society based on entreprenuership. 
The Dally Eastern News 
Andy 
Robezniel<s 
Behavior 
from· day ·Qne 
is revealing 
(For the second consecutive semester, 
Andy Robeznieks will be writing a 
column for the Daily Eastern News. It 
will appear every week on Thursday's 
Page Four. Andy will continue to 
comment· on the Eastern community 
with the help of his "unique" sense of 
humor.) 
On the first day of classes the 
student body is divided into various 
subgroups according to their level of 
ambition: 
The two largest groups being: 
students who have braved the long 
lines and have already. picked up their 
books, and those who are going to pick 
them up " tomorrow." 
After classes Thursday students will 
be subdivided again. 
Some students will already have 
homework and some won' t. Further 
subdividing will produce groups of 
students who go home after classes and 
do the homework assigned to them on 
the first day, and students who go out 
for a pitcher at their favorite bar. · 
Teachers are also subdivided. 
There are teachers who have 
syllabuses ready and those who don't. 
Beware of the teacher who has a 
syllabus ready, for they usually belong 
to the subgroup of teachers who assign 
homework on the first day of classes. 
Another subdivision of teachers are 
those who lecture the first day and 
those who sit on the front of their desk 
and talk about what they did over the 
break. 
It would be interesting to find out 
what subgroups these . teachers 
belonged to when they were students . 
Chances are the teacher who assigns 
homework the first class day was the 
type of student who got excited when 
his teacher had a syllabus ready the 
first day of class, because then·he could 
hurry home and get ahead in his 
reading assignments. 
And chances are the teacher· who sits 
on the front of his desk and talks about 
what he did over break was the type of 
student who went out with his friends 
for a pitcher after the first day of class 
and lost his syllabus. 
For some students, and I use that 
term loosely, going out for pitchers is 
what the first week back at school is all 
about.  While the majority ·of students 
started class today, they don't start 
classes until the add-drop lines are 
closed. 
This subgroup of students begins 
classes one week late. While this leads 
to the disadvantage of being behind 
right from the start, going to the bars 
instead of class gives these students the -
advantage of hearing everyone's  new 
dirty jokes and gossip before 
everybody else. 
Anyway, welcome back,  and 
remember today is the first day of the 
rest of your semester. 
ittany may press charges against students· 
san Schlanser , 
manager of Brittany apartments said 
esday he is considering pressing 
es against some of his student 
ts concerning the breakage of water 
in the apartments. 
wever, apartment manager Bill 
er said he has to talk to a lawyer to 
f he has enough evid'ence to bring any 
ts to court and make them pay for 
ges resulting from the broken pipes. 
· er said students should be 
nsible for the breakage because the 
froze then broke after student 
ts turned off their heat over 
• tmas break . 
·mer said the students should be 
y bound for the damages because the· 
ent leases contained a heating 
which restricted students from 
· g off heating completely ·over 
s. 
ilmer would not tell the names of the 
ts he was considering taking to 
. However, he said he could 
ine which students turned off their 
because theirs were the apartments 
h had no water and whose pipes were 
ken. 
· er also said it did not matter which 
t inside a four�man apartment 
ed off the heat as all the tenants were 
and the cost of repairing damages to the 
apartments whieh had water in them to be 
between $1 ,500 and $2,500 for each 
apartment . . 
Gilmer said he could not even estimate 
the cost of paying the plumbers for 
pumping out watet and fixing pipes. 
Although the manager said he does not 
expect students to pay for all the 
damages, he feels they 'Should pay a 
percentage, which would be determined 
by court. 
Though Gilmer said he will be meeting 
with a lawyer soon to determine whether 
or\ not he has a ,case, he said his main· 
concern right now is turning the -water 
back on in the apartments that do not 
have it.  
Gilmer' s  assistant manager, Larry 
Mowell, said the plumbers -started 
Wednesday afternoon getting heaters and 
pumps to thaw the ice and pump out the ' 
extra water. 
However, Mowell said they have no 
idea how long it will take before all the 
damages are repairep. 
Gilmer said the " big freeze" brought 
damages to 24 apartments on the east side 
y bound for the apartment . 
ilmer estimated the cost of replacing 
r meters for the apartments at $3,600 
of one of the buildings in the Ninth Street 
Village Apartments complex, but four 
other apartments on the south side of 
another building in the same complex 
were damaged from broken water pipes, 
too. 
K ir k  He ller , a re side nt of Br itt any Apart me nt s , me lt s sno w  as a water 
sour ce . Se ver al. apart me nt s in one of t he bu ilding s  are wit hout water after 
fr oze n pipe line s  cause d  a water l ine t o  bre ak. ( Ne ws phot o  by Robin Scholz ) 
ATTENTION EMPLOYED STUDENTS 
Check with the Cooperative Education 
Office Before January 20 
If your employment is related to your academic tnajor you may 
alify for academic credit through th� Cooperative Education 
ogram. For information on eligibility , requirements see Jane 
1egler, Claire Fecker, or Dr. Leonard Wood in Room 15, Student 
rvices Building. 
To obtain credit for spri.ng semester, you must add CED 3001 
your program during the officialadd period. Go to the Co-op 
. add desk in the _University,Union for the required forms. 
ROC'S LOUNGE 
The Largest Lounge in Illinois • 
ne Roe's Dollar Buys .................. 2 Drafts 
wo Roe's Doll�rs Buys ................ 1 Pitcher 
I BUY ROC'S DOLLARS I 
Roc'.s $ for $20.0  
--..... �---------.:.:.:..._·-. J . ' �-� 15 Pitchers of Beer (1.33 ea) 
60 Mixed Drinks (.33 ea) 
Bring your friends - Pool your money and 
Be at Roe's Lounge 
end me a self-addressed, stamped envelope and I'll send you two Roe's 
ollars - John, Box 345, Charleston 
Service specials. 
Fitamany 
UScara. 
-
Lube and oil change. 
��:::. 699. 
Complete chassis lubrica­
tion, oil change with up to 
5 qts. Wards 10w40. Helps 
assure longer-wearing parts. 
Complete tune-up . 
!!i:�!.�.� 3 2 88 Parta and 6 1 labor. -cy cara. 
We'll .install points, plugs, 
condenser and rotor, check 
PCV valve, air filter, set 
dwell and time engine. · 
Heavy-duty muffler. 
pnce. 
ln�talled 2 8 88 
Muffler shot? Replace it with 
Wards tough steel muffler. 
It's built for years of 
quiet; dependable service. 
CHARGE YOUR NEEDS WITH CHARG-ALL 
Fast 
service? 
You.bet! 
418 W. Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 
Phone: 345-2137 
M on-Thurs . . . . . . .  8:30-5:00 
Fri . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8:30-8:30 
Sat . . . . . . .  ' ...... 8:30-1:00 
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Some hopes for SCORE approval still alive 
r>Y Lola Burnham 
Although Eastern President Daniel 
E. Marvin has been advised to veto th_e 
5tudents Coordinating Optional 
Referendums Efforts proposal, a 
former student government member 
said he_ still hopes the proposal will be 
approved. 
Bill Houlihan, past president of the 
Illinois Student Association and 
former Eastern ·student body president, 
said Wednesday student government 
members are still working on the 
proposal despite a recommendation by 
Glenn Williams, vice president for 
student affairs , that Marvin veto the 
proposal. 
"We're making sure that we're 
keeping in touch . with everyone we 
can , "  Houlihan said. " We're 
supposed to "meet with him (Marvin) 
again in the early part of the semester 
(to discuss SCORE)." 
Eastern · students approved the 
SCORE referendum in a student 
government election in November. The 
proposal is intended to give student 
government the opportunity to take 
student fee referendum results directly 
to the Board of Governors. 
Currently, Marvin has the final 
authority to approve- or disapprove all 
student referendums, before going to 
the BOG. 
· Houlihan said a group of students 
met with Marvin before the Christmas 
break and "had a very good discussion 
with him." 
He said Marvin believes the principle 
of the referendum is good but he is not 
sure about the legal aspects of SCORE. 
Marvin is sending a letter to BOG 
lawyers to check into the legality of the 
proposal, he said. 
Williams' recommendation to veto 
the proposal came as no surprise to 
. him, Houlihan said. 
' .' I  figured he'd rule that way,"  he 
said , adding, "I figured our best way 
was to go with Marvin." 
Bonnie Bijak, another member of 
the SCORE committee,  said 
Wednesday Williams "had told us 
what he was going to do." 
However_, Bij ak declined to 
comment on SCORE's status because 
she did not "know exactly what 
everybody has said yet." 
"His (Williams') comments were 
supposed to come down . to us in a 
memorandum, but I haven't seen - it 
yet , "  she said. " I  . don't want to 
comment on something I haven't 
seen." . 
Williams said his. "basic reasop" for 
recommending the v.eto was that "all 
of the interchange that we have on 
campus would now be elevated to the 
board office." 
He pointed out that currently when a 
proposal is taken to the BOG for 
approval , everyone at Eastern is 
" pretty much in agreement." 
He said that shelving the current 
process and going directly to the BOO 
would make the BOG a " referee".  
"No board will be  a referee, "  
Williams said. "They're not going to 
do that." 
Williams compared the SCORE 
proposal to a lawsuit. Taking a 
referendum directly to the BOG · 
without first going through Marvin 
could be compared to skipping lesser 
courts and going directly to the 
Supreme Court for a decision, he said. 
"When you come to the Supreme 
Court, you have to have a well-defined 
problem,'' Williams said. 
Emerge·ncy bill - passed 
to hasten . hostage release 
By The Associated Press .· 1 
The Iranian Parliament passed an 
emergency bill Wednesday designed to 
remove one obstacle to release of the . 
52 American hostages, and the chief 
Iranian negotiator said "we are going 
to release the hostages in the coming 
two or three days or try them." 
With the Carter administration's 
deadline for agreement only two days 
away, the Iranian Parliament approved 
a measure to authorize third-country 
arbitration of conflicting U.S.-Iranian 
financial claims . The action to set up 
neutral arbitration was seen as an 
Iranian move to open the way for an 
accord to exchange the hostages for 
frozen Iranian assets. 
But despite the government's urging, 
Parliament delayed until Sunday 
consideration of another measure to 
formally " nationalize'' the wealth of 
the late shah and the royal family. 
Behzad Nabavi ,  I ran's chief 
negotiator in the . 1 4-month hostage 
crisis , tole!. Parliament members their 
. failure to act would delay return of the 
shah's wealth to Iran. But he gave rio 
indication that approval of that bill 
was necessary before an agreement 
with · the United States could be · 
reached. 
...... .. .. ... ... ... ... .. ... ..... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .  . ,. 
F . s c r A LJ' Bartley ' s  Garage Thurs; n, at SPE ln For Your Car's Winter Needs 
� la-t-A · c • • Winterizing f. � . l�W1C"l-U'- onrue = ����u/o�ing ' ! '  
WOMEN'S BOOTS : Battery Special: • • • 
SPEC1AL : · Major Brands Sold at Dealer's Prices _ : . : PH. 345-3355 or 967-5206 • Rt. 1 30 Charleston : . . $29.88 . - • · · · · · · ·.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • 
5 different patterns 
Reg. $44.99 
Master Charge 
Visa 
MACK MOORE SHOES 
South Side of Square 
- , . . . I . f 
Subs 
- . 
Short Stop 
Restaurant 
-across from Old Main 
667 Lincoln 
Stop in and let us fix you 
up with a hearty meal . . .  
Gyros 
Italian Beef 
Italian Sausage 
Homemade chili 
Reubens & much much more! 
• • •  also beer on tap! A�.---· • . 
BUSCH:,, · 'Ila'!�.!"" ��=-'==· 
. -------- --------. 
'. What Could the Army Offer a Brig ht Person Like You? ' 
I . 
I 
I ! Sure, you know 4rmy 
1 ROTC is on campus. 
1 But what's  in it for you? 
I So many different j obs 
I that a list would fill this ! pag e .  3 1  di fferent 
Career Specialties . (29 
I open to womeri) for you ! to work in as an Officer . 
I I 
' 
1 .. ' • ,f • ..,t .,"#·· 
ROTC Sch�larships:  
Both state and federal 
R O T C  s c h o l a r s h i p s  
which pay tuition and 
some fee:> , plus books 
and $ 1 00 a month in ' the 
Federal Scholarship . 
Great Opportunities to 
help defray the cost of 
your college education. 
• • '  • .I ' � .  .. J 
Reserve or National 
Guard Duty: Serve part­
time while you pursue 
your civilian career . 
Have the_ best of two 
worlds ! You can apply 
to serve as an Army 
Res�rve or National 
Guard Officer after 
commissioning . 
Wings: The Army flies 
more aircraft thari any 
other service . So we 
needs lots of pilo'ts . If  
you can pass our. tests 
and qualify physically, 
you' ll earn your wings 
as an Army pilot and an 
Army aircraft to use 
them in . 
Where does all _this start 
for you ? Room 1 26-S 
Buzzard . See Captain 
J i m' K a n t  o r f o r I 
information on Army ! 
Careers, sch9larships,  I 
and this semesters Army 
1 • 
ROTC classes . Don't  
wait ! Tomorrow is the 
next day of your future. 
Start planning · for it 1 
. , NOW. 
Student group to fight 
proposed tuition h i ke 
by Patty O ' Neill 
A 10 percent increase in tuition 
recommended by the Illinois · Board of 
. Higher Education has stirred a student 
group opposed to tuition hikes into 
action. 
Board of Governor Represenative 
Terry Teele said the Students Against 
Tuition Increases has made plans to 
lobby in Springfield . The group also 
hopes to spur students to write their 
representatives and Gov . Jam es 
Thompson expressing their opposition . 
As student representative, Teele will 
be able to express his opinion .at BOG 
meetings. The next BOG meeting is in 
February. 
"I'll be able to talk at the 
Appropriations Committee meeting, 
but they want evidence as to why we 
should not have an increase, "  Teele 
said . 
"They want facts, statistics charts 
and graphs , "  Teele said . 
Teele said , BOG Executive Director 
Donald Walters stated the 10 percent 
increase is needed to keep up with 
inflation and to raise teachers salaries. 
Teele said SATI has received the 
support of the American Federatiori of 
Teachers in fighting the increase. 
The AFT is, backing the group 
because the union feels members 
should receive higher salaries . from. 
general revenues instead of from 
tuition hikes, he said . 
As a non-voting member of the 
BOG, Teele is able to make a motion to 
amend the increase, which then must 
be voted on by the BOG . 
SA TI is planning a petition drive to 
enlist the support of students. Teele 
said one week in February will be set 
aside for students to sign up. 
Speaker seat to be filled 
at Student Senate meeting . 
A new Student Senate. Speaker will the off-campus district and junior · 
be elected at the semester's first Natalie Scott from the Residence Hall 
Student Senate meeting, at 7 : 30 p .m.  district . 
Thursday in the University Union Glover said the speaker position will 
addition Arcola� Tuscola room. also be open in the fall : 
Student Body President Bob Glover In other business, Glover said he will 
said two student senators have shown recommend that the Student Senate 
interest in the Speaker position,  which bylaws be changed by combining the 
was held last semester by Rick duties of the executive secretary and 
Colclasure. Colclasure graduated last the senate secretary . 
Eastern s tu de nts B rad Bu rris ( le ft) and Ro byn Wilso n see m to be ge tting the 
t out o f  a s light rise in te mpe ratu res as the y  s ki do wn the 'tre ache rous ' 
hery hill by Lantz . ( Ne ws pho to by To m Ro be rts )  
semester ·and thus left the Senate Glover has appointed Vikki  
position open. LaMendola to the new secretary 
The two senators interested in the position . ' 
open post are senior Mike Nowak from 
PI KAPPA 
Come to the 
' 'We don't .start school until 
If then)'' 
\ . 
WHEN: ., . Thursd 
WHERE: at the 'new and improved' Pike House 
· For rides and info-
962 ·1 0th Street Cal l : · 345-903 2 or 345-9020 
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Domino·pizza 
o-ff ers choice 
by Keith Palmgren 
- A new kind of pizza parlor, 
featuring only carry out and delivery 
orders, opened for business in 
Charleston Tuesday. 
Domino's ,  located at 61 1 Seventh 
St . ,  is the first of its kind in Illinois 
under the banner . Previously the 
restaurant was under the name of Pizza 
World . 
Manager .Buddy Signor said the new 
restaurant is a franchise corporation 
that caters primarily to the residents of 
Charleston. 
Signor said Dominos offers 1 2  and 
16 inch pizzas and delivery is free . 
Signor said with each 1 2-inch pizza 
ordered, two free 1 6-ounce cups of 
Pepsi a.re included . Four free Pepsis 
are included with the larger size. . 
Signor said the restaurant' s  hours 
are 4:30 p.m.  to 1 p . m .  Sunday 
through Thursday and 4:30 p . m .  to 2 
p . m ." J;ridays and Saturdays . 
Signor said that although the 
building is located on the square, the 
location will not cause problems in 
sales because he said their pizzas are of 
good quality . 
Nationwide h i ke 
1 h its I U i nois 
1 h i  m id-Jan uary 
by Sue Ann Rentfrow 
Sixty people will arrive in Grand 
Towers, . I I . , Thu.rsday as the 
"Hikanation" group, which left San 
Franciso April 1 2, gets closer to their 
destination of Washington, D.C. , 
Lincoln Hall Counselor Jane Reed, 
said Wednesday. 
Reed, a member of the American 
Hiking Society, said "Hikanation" 
was formed to generate interest for the 
addition of needed hiking trails in the 
United States.  
"The group is pretty much· on 
schedule," she said . '.' Many families 
are walking in it together and several 
people took a leave of absence from 
their jobs to parti�ipate in the walk . "  
" It ' s  remarkable that the hike still 
has 60 of the original people,' ' she 
said. 
Reed· said much preparation has 
gone int9 the group's  trip. Many of 
the hikers are being sponsored by their 
employers and a real estate agent in 
Forida has provided much of the 
money to keep the hike going, she said . 
"Once you've tasted it you' ll find 
out why and you won't  want to go to 
anyone else, ' '  he added. 
The doors are now ope n  at D omino's Pizz a locate d at 6 1 1 7t h St . ,  t he 
e st ablishme nt was forme rly known as Pizz a W orld . D omino's ope ne d  January 
1 4 . (Ne ws phot o  by Tom Robe r�s . )  
· Persons interested i n  j oing the hike 
as it proceeds through the Shawnee 
Forest in southern Illinois should 
contact Reed at. 5 8 1 -555 1 . 
CRe{JQecttotm 
1 1  · CQegtauJrattt 'attd �outtge 
. .  
q,v e vU Ut/!O/! qjM Qoro tr aste : · 
Hwy 16 - 506 W. Lincoln ,  Charleston 
Massive 4-piece set· ! 
SNUGGLE 
FURNITURE 
_,.;i �  
- . .. � (),ii ' :ti 
•Super-comfor tab le  
• So l i d  wood 
• W11st Con' I o v e 1  
s t u f f  Pd l chlk 
• Easy d 1 s o » �•rn1 b l y 
for mov 1 1 19  
NOW $5B9. 00 
SOFA on ly . . . .  reg . $360.00 
NO W $295. 00 NflNISHED 
UN INISHED 5 1  8 6th Charleston 
Old Style 
$1 .90 6pk 
John. Ward . 
1 s  an 
EASTSIDER 
Busch · 
$1 .90 6pk 
Bud 
$1 .90 6pk 
Vodka Gin Bourbon 
$3.79 Liter $3.79 Liter $4.29 Liter 
WHEN YOU BECOME AN EASTSIDER!! 
Sign-up a t  Eas tside or send name, address and age to Eas tside 
and we will mail you your Eas tsider Ca rd. 
EASTSIDE PACKAGE LIQUOR Ja1J�!n 
· Tonight at E.L. Krackers 
· 
its 
Kicker Night 
·,Wear a cowboy 
hat and get in .. . 
FREE 
Jack Daniels . 75¢ 
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A schedules activities 
benefit dorm residents 
Ann Rentfrow _ 
hers of Eastern ' s  Residence 
Association have been busy 
ing activities and working on 
programs to help benefit students 
in the halls ,  RHA President Val 
· l ; said Wednesday. · 
verill said she hopes sales will begin 
week on the five inch plastic Pink 
her dolls that were so popular last 
. She said the Pink Panthers will 
sell for $ 1 . 
e RHA members sold 75 dozen of 
Pink Panthers in the residence hall 
ies during dinner hours last year, 
said. 
' S eve n t y - f i v e  d o z e n  i s  a 
'derable number when you 
ider we only sold them during 
r hours, ' '  she added. 
verill said the Pink Panthers will be 
in the residence halls again this 
and she said she hopes to be able 
theni at basketball games also. 
verill said the RHA submitted its 
of the Pink Panther sale last 
ary to the Regional RHA and 
a certificate for best program of 
month. 
· program consisted of the 
ther sale plus an� RHA-sponsored 
't day at a basketball · game in 
ary. At the game, RHA members 
ed out copies of the school song to 
audience. ' 
It seems that not many students 
the school s ong and we thought 
would be a good way to promote 
't at the game, ' '  she said. 
e Regional RHA chapter consists 
schools in Canada, Wisconsin, 
Michigan, Indiana and Illinoi s .  
The RHA was also  responsible for 
the recent student vote on whether to 
have cable television in the residence 
halls. 
The vote passed and Averill said the 
proposal must now be approved by 
President Daniel E. Marvin and the 
H ousing Board. 
"I don".t anticipate any problems 
with receiving approval to have cable 
television next fall , "  she said .  
The cable television proposal could 
· add a maximum of $9 to student 
h ousing .costs each semester, but 
Averill said she hopes the cost will \;le 
less. . 
The pos sibility of a "whistle. stop 
program" is _also  being looked into,  
Averill said. 
The program is  designed to prevent 
crime on campus ,  she said. Each 
participant receives a whistle, decal 
and a brochure that explains the 
program' s  purpo se. _ 
The program works with the local 
police department and the community 
in helping to prevent assaults and other 
crimes by alerting help with a whistle. 
Karla Kennedy, a co-chairman of the 
RHA student · life ' committee, said 
Illinois State University and the 
University of Illinois have a "whistle 
stop program" already. She said these 
schools will be contacted to find out 
h ow successful the program has been. 
Kennedy said  s h e  received 
information about the program right 
before Christmas break and will 
discuss  the program at the RHA 
· meeting on Thursday. 
Sigma Chi 
. h  Party 
9th St. 
' . 
For Rides and info cal l  345-7200 
• • •· 
• 
• 
Best Home Cookin ' in Town! 
Gyros 
Homemade Soup 
Sandwiches 
Quesadll las 
- Dinners 
Strawberry Bread 
And More � · 
' Carry Out A vailable 
2 50 Lincoln 345- 7427 
� 1  Blk West of Campus­
Tues . - F ri. 6 a. m . �9 p . m. 
Sat -Sun. 8 a . m. -9 p . m .  
��r��--c9oElfil 
© c� wtwood,, IPGI 
cAl'\Aj CW1'iclU 'W'Q.¥ 2/CNu c� 
· · · · · · · · · · · · ·  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 1:t' 5:oo_ $����-I 7: 1 5  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  , ' 9 .30 
Neil Simon's IPGI 
· SEeMs IJKEOU> TIMES 
A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE 
1:t1 . . . �-:_1 ? . . . _ $���TQ:1 ;�jg 
GENE WILDER ' STiil 
RICHARD PRYOR (;RAzv � 
A COLUMBIA PICTURES RELEASE 
:•E  5.20 ADULTS : '-�.!. - - . ' - . · . . . - . - . - - .$.1 .•. !ic:>.i 
7 : 2 5  
9 :30 
RENT A JALOPY 
Grimes_ Motor Sales ,  Inc. 
1 1 th & M ad i so n ,  C ha t  l e s to n ,  I L  3 4 5 - 4 4 5 5  -
� 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  ' ' . 
Posters 
Brand new selections 
· - and titles featuring 
M * A * S * H and 
the new antics of 
Garfield the Cat ,  
thousands more ! 
-� . 
\� �-r1 v � 
New supply of 
Reg. $1. 69 
NO W only $1.25 o·r 
2for $2.27 
Kna psacks a·nd · 
Backpacks 
Wide selection of t' 6 
Va lenti ne G ifts and Cards 
University V i l lage 
Mon . -Fri . 9-8 p . m .  
Sat . 1 0- 5  p . m .  
Sun .  1 - 5 p . m  . 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
•· ' 
' ,  . 
, 
" 
Townsh i p  ca nd idates selected 
by Keith Pal.mgren 
Nominees running for township positions in the April 7 
elections were chosen Tuesday night by � Charles.ton 
Democratic and Republican parties . 
· 
The office of assessor, however, is undetermined because 
the manner of choosing that office is under question . 
Town Clerk Bill Hall and· · other party members are 
contesting. the constitutionality of a law merging Charleston 
and Seven H ickory township' s  assessors into one position. 
Hall said in Charleston there are 18 precinct 
committeemen, while Seven Hickory has only one 
committeeman. 
He said under this type of system a small town's  assessor 
candidate has no chance of being elected . 
The new law has combined townships with populations of  
less than 1 ,000 people with other communities, Hall said . 
The law also states township committeemen must elect the 
assessors instead of electing them in a general election, he 
said . 
He said more meetings will be required between �even 
Hickory and Charleston townships.  
Hall said if a judge determines the law unconstitutional, 
both parties will be required to choose officials at a 
Wednesday night meeting. 
At the Tuesday meeting, all other nominees for township 
offices were chosen. 
The nominee for township superintendent is Democrat 
incumbent Tom Morgan. A Republican was not nominated . 
· Democrat incumbent Elmer Lee and Republican Ed 
Buxton were nominated for the office of road 
commissioner . 
Four trustees w..:re nominated from both parties . 
Democrat incumbents Jim Hill and Erma Justice were 
chosen, along with Bruce Scism and Jerry Myerscough . · 
The · Republicans chose four new candidates for the . 
trustee position . Bob Moore, Mike Murphy, Bill Little and 
Jack McClanahan were nominated. 
For the office of township assessor, Democrat incumbent 
Jim Spence and · Republican Mike Toothman were 
nominated, but Hall said the position will have to be 
reconsidered by precinct committeemen. 
In other matters, Hall said the filing deadline for the 
Independent nominees is Jan. 26. He said 87 Democrats and 
26 Republicans have been nominated so far . 
The general election will be held on the same day as the 
city election. 
Hall said citizens residing outside the city limits can vote 
only in the township elections, while citizens residing inside 
the city limits can vote for both the township and city 
elections . 
·Marza no 
Chrysler-Plymouth, I nc .. 
OUR 
EQUIPMENT 
IS SM4RTERi � 1� 
- · 
THAN YOUR CAR 
� ....... -:-:-- ��� 
Problems can 't hide from our advanced equipment and highly trained 
personnel . If there's something wrong-· we'l l f ind it , tell you what's wrong 
and how muct1' it' l l  cost to fix. And when we make the repairs , we use 
genuine MOPAR parts that are warranted for 90 days or 4 ,000 miles ,  
whichever occurs first . * 
I 
Get Their Price-Get Our  TUNE-UP 
for $2995 
We wil l  instal l 8 Mopar plugs , check and set t iming ,  check electronic distributor 
advance , check dynamic compression , check choke and adjust carburetor on 
electronic ignition cars . ( resistor plugs , points and condensor sl ightly higher) 
We also handle a complete line of Monarch tires which carry a road hazzard 
warranty-check our radial prices . 
We h·ave 3 year ·maintenance FREE batteries for as low as $42 .  7 5  instal led . 
Marzano Chrysler-Plymouth, I nc. 
5th & Washington ·streets 
Charleston , I l l inois 345-3932 
"The basic MOPAA limited warranty covers against a defective part or acc8'SorY for 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever occurs first . 
·Coach 
Eddy's 
4 days only 
Sale 
Thurs · Fri - Sat -Sun 
· Open to 8 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · 
New Stock 
Sweats & 
Gym Shorts 
(white included) 
ProKeds 
Basketball 
Shoes 
20% 
off 
save up to $8.00 
All other 
Sasketball & 
Court Shoes 
at 
Coach Eddy's 
' 
Thursday, January 1 5 ,  1 9 8 -t 1 1 
ficials try to iron out 
al project problems 
You don 't have to be a doctor, dentist or nurse 
to contribute to the public 's health. We offer the 
pound of prevention - not the ounce of cure. 
JOIN US AT e Kidwell 
quality of the control system, 
maintenance and employee 
, were among a list of concerns 
tern's new coal conversion 
which were discussed at a 
between university and state 
quality of the listed concerns are 
on what type of facility the 
is considered-either a new or 
ting facility, Marty lgnazito, 
t director· of the physical plant, 
ednesday. 
ugh the state officials and 
officials discussed the issue, no 
n was made . as to whether 
's coal burning facility will be 
ed a new or-an existing facility, 
's chapter of the NAACP is 
ring a movie Thursday in honor 
late Martin Luther King's  
y. 
lgnazito said . 
Ignazito added it is not known as of 
yet when a decision will be made. 
He said that although Eastern did 
burn coal at one time technically · the 
plant should be considered a new 
facility because Eastern has not US!!d 
coal as a fuel for a long time. 
If the plant is considered a new coal 
burning facility the plant's  standards 
will be stricter than if it were 
considered an existing facility, lgnazito 
said . He said that this would ease some 
of the concerns discussed at . the 
meeting. 
lgnazito said, however, that the state 
has only about $ 1 2  million to spend on 
state coal conversion projects and it 
would be more expensive to meet 
stricter standards . 
lgnazito said if the Governor were to 
allow the project to be consid�red an 
existing plant or a new 'facility, the 
university would choose that the plant 
be a new facility. 
ite or telephone: 
...,.......,.,,...gner 
movie is titled "Montgomery to 
·s" and will be shown from 7 io 
in the Booth Library Lecture 
Eastern NAACP President 
He said that Eastern has received the 
final report on the · · project from 
Illinois' Capitol Development Board 
and most of its concerns discussed at 
the meeting were listed on it as 
" options" in the project. 
The School encourages applications 
fr:om qualified minority students. 
Warfield said . 
National Association for the 
ment of Colored People is 
·ng the movie as one of the 
projects the group has planned 
year, Warfield said . 
group will hold its meetings 
Tuesday night with its first 
at 6 p.m. Jan. 20 in the Union 
n Martinsville room, she said. 
· sion to the movie is free and 
to the public . 'Warfield said 
ents will also be served. 
a Need a ride hoine? � � Need rlders to share II>��� 
. the expense? cP . � Find each·other • • • • • • • • • • • •  · · 
in The Dally Easter� News . classifieds� 
Brings yo� interest ·FREE Financing 
y the system shown below or any system from RMS NOW 
t l l  Feb. 1 .  a nd Pay NO i nterest or Fi nance C harge. * · 
ny STR-V1 5 
. 
Here is an example of what 
we have to offer. Buy the 
Sony PST-22 d irect drive 
t u r n ta b l e , S o n y  V L-5 
cartridge and two ACCU 
Lab 3-way loudspeakers 
with 1 O ' '  woofers · for .only 
$�76.45 (Tax included) 
Pay 20% down and make 1 2  
monthly payments of only 
$36 . 1 6  
Sony PST-22 
ACCU Lab 32_0 
* Those who qual ify for 
financing, and make a 20 % 
down pay.ment. 
. HAPPY (hape) adj. 
{ Ice cream is definitely the key t�; 
. true happiness. Can you 
U imagine a ma rital spat ... , 
continuing if the participants ... 
were offered ii couple . o(.:. 
· double-dip cones of chocolate · :
: 
chipl Or ·could labor and '\ 
\ : management fail to agree when : 
... :. faced with a little· cherry vanilla 
or rocky road1 Wouldn't the :') 
· U.N. be able to calm down any ;� ._..\ 
conflict if they'd just serve up a .. ::.:· 
..-: batch of butter pecan and black � •. ·
· 
. ··' : · ·. .. 
'· : walnut?. ••• t.· .··•. 
: r·, STOP and think about it, when ··: ,� ... : is the last time you Silw any one ,.\ 
••• • frowning with an Ice Cream . .  
Cone in their. handl '-_. 
© Wordsworth-Recycled (··. I • •• Paper Products, Inc. • ·• � ·- • •  
:· · ·:-_.,.� �.·· i. Single Dip . . • . . • . . .  35¢ ,-·:: · 
.·�. Double Dip . . . . . . .  55¢ .:•=·· 
')::'.Triple Dip . . . . . . . . . 7�� 
.. �.. 
.. •• • ... .60. 
• .:::;· . .<�:·: 
ay s 
Entertainment 
f 2 January 1 5 ,  1 98 1 The Dally Eastern News 
6:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3 , 2 0-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-PM Magazine 
1 1 -Alr in the Family 
1 2-Dick Cavett \ 
1 5-ABC News 
1 7-Joker's Wild 
38-You Bet Your Life 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days Again 
3-PM Magazi.ne 
9-Carol Burnett and Friends . 
1 O , 1 7-Tic Tac Dough 
1 1 -Hogan's Heroes 
1 2-MacNeil, Lehrer Report 
1 5 ,20-Family Fued 
38-Prisoner: Cell Block H 
7:00 p.m. . 
3-College Basketball Purdue 
vs . I l l ini 
9-Movie:  "That . Touch of 
Mink" ( 1 963) Cary Grant and 
Doris Day team in this romantic 
farce about a tycoon who tries 
to seduce a working girl . 
1 0-Waltons 
1 1 -Gunsmoke 
1 2-0ver Easy 
1 5 , 2 0-Grizzly Adams 
1 7-Mork & Mindy 
3 8 - C o l l e g e  B a s k e t b a l l  
Hoosiers vs. Wolverines 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-Up and Coming 
1 7-Bosom Buddies 
B:OO p.m. 
1 0-Magnum, P . I .  
1 1 -Tic Tac Dough 
1 2-Paper Chase 
· 1 7-Barney M iller 
8:30 p.m. 
1 1 -Face the·Music 
1 7-lt's a Living 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Hill Street Blues 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
9-News 
1 1 -Joker's Wild , 
1 2-World at War 
1 7  , 38-20/20 
9:30 p.m. 
1 1 -News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20, 38-News 
9-Hollywood Squares 
1 1 -Benny Hil l  
1 2-Twilight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Tonight Show 
· 3-MASH -
9 ,  1 1 -Prisoner: Cell Block H 
1 0-Jeffersons 
1 2-Captioned ABC News 
1 7 , 38-ABC News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Streets of San Francisco 
9-Movie: "Warpath" ( 1 95 1 ) 
Edmond O'Brien after the men 
responsible for his wife's 
death , with an impending 
indian attack complicating 
matters. Forrest Tucker. 
1 0-McMillan & Wife 
1 1 -Movie : "After the Fox" 
( 1 966),Farce about a con artist 
who poses as a film director to 
smuggle gold into Italy.  ·Peter 
Sellers , Britt Ekland, Victor 
Mature. 
1 7  , 38-Charlie's Angels 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5 , 2 0-Tomorrow . 
Midnight 
3-Mary Tyler Moore 
1 2:1 0 a.m. 
- 1 7-PTL Club 
38-News 
1 2:30 a.m. 
3-News 
1 :00 a.m. 
2-News 
1 :1 0 a.in. 
1 1 ,  1 7-PTL Club 
1 :25 a.m. 
9-Movie : "Charlie Chan in 
Shanghai" ( 1 935) He battles 
an international narcotics ring .  
Keye Luke. 
1 :40 a.m. 
1 1 -Movie : " F rankenste i n  
Created Woman" ( 1  S67)  A 
· young woman is brought back 
to life with the vengeful soul of 
her hanged lovii"r .  Susan 
Denberg , Robert Morris-. 
ACROSS 
l "-- Lisa , "  
1949 song 
5 Summit 
9 Darjeeling and 
oolong 
13 Coat part 
14 Neat 
15 Roguish ; sly 
18 Escargot 
17 Architect 
Saarinen 
18 " Rio --, "  
1926 song 
19 Goodbye song 
of l918 
22 Telepathy, for 
·short 
23 Suffix with 
infant or 
percent 
24 Goodbye song 
of 1922 
33 Facility 
34 Wagnerian 
cycle 
35 Write a P . S .  
3 8  Cookbook 
direction 
37 Ballet 
exercis�s 
39 " It's a Sin to 
Tell --, " 1936 
song 
40 Starting place, 
sometimes 
41 Fiddler, .e .g.  
42 Mighty mite 
43 Goodbye song 
from " Seven 
Hills of Rome" 
48 Prefix with· 
lead or read 
49 Scull 
50 Goodbye song 
of 1957 
59 " He's -· -
�1�25i�iCSC2Sm!mi!25iill.2Si�im2Sm!mi!25iill.2Si�iCSC2SCS?�'5 Picker, "  1914 _Fish ing for anything specific? · so i0�� 
r.J 
\ translated by 
\ (Bet it 's in the classifieds!!) e1 f!�����1�m 
- ·� . ..  
and raised in 
DIAL 58 1 -28 1 2  U . S  . . · 
The Daily Eastern News 
82 Cumulus 
83 Radial , for one 
84 Kind of G . I .  
tag, for short 
85 Diner sign 
88 Watked 
heavily 
87 Gael 
DOWN 
l "The ­
Lov,e , "  1924 
song 
2 I ridescent gem 
3 Armstrong or 
Simon 
4 Kin to " full of 
baloney" 
5 Resume 
regular speed : 
Mus . dir. 
8 Montana 
Indian 
7 Bog 
8 Jealousy and 
anger 
9 Butt 
10 Assam 
silkworm 
11 Playbil l  
heading· 
12 Thai language 
13 W . W .  I I  
landing craft 
20 Prefix 
meaning inner 
21 Like a bump on 
24 Integument of 
a seed 
25 Horse opera 
28 Willow 
27 Three time!) , in 
prescriptions 
28 Five Nations 
group 
29 Ascot 
30 Meat-packing 
city in 
Uruguay 
31 Dialect 
32 Swelling 
37 Patriot who 
warned the 
See page . 1 3  for answers 
minutemen at 
Concord 
38 Stripling 
39 Swiss river 
41 A year in 
Traj an's reign 
44 Mental 
pictures 
45 Bellowed 
48 Gondola ,  e .g.  
47 Conciliatory 
50 Mock 
51 " The Bell 
Song" is one 
52 B rewer's 
purchase 
53 Afghan bigwig 
54· Gambling 
game 
55 Companion of 
high and 
handsome 
56 Dtisseldorf 
donkey 
57 Period of 40 
weekdays 
58 Illuminated 
ATTENTION iltlta Wau iltlta 
Sigma Pi Rush 
Tonight! 
at 
8:00 
in thebasementof 
IKES 
WITH THE WOMEN OF 
Alpha Galllma Delta 
for rides & info ca/1346-9523 
.titans . . •  
n 
< )'"""" 
� :}'' ' 
For info .; · *i 
Spr1n 
Phone: Chuck 581 -51 1 7  or· ···- -
Mike· 581 -5281 
ay s 
Classified ads 
Please report classified a d  errors immediately at 58 1 -
2 8 1 2 .  A correct ad wil l  appear in the next edition . Unless 
notified , we cannot be responsible for an incorrect ad after 
its first insertion . · · 
January 1 5 , 1 98 1 1 3  
ycle storage. Heated 
. $6.00 a month . Jim 
Cycle Shop. RR 1 . 
•. 345-3758. 
-----_,-- 00 
offset printing, ' typing 
, job application photos. 
Copy Center, 207 
rseas j o b s  
R-00 
/year round. Europe, 
., Australia, Asia. All 
. $ 500 $ 1 2 0 0  
. Sightseeing: Free 
: IJC Box 52·1L3 
Del Mar, CA 92625.  
�------ 1 6  
ratiye E d ucation 
In Social Security 
terested Juniors with 
contact Claire Fecker 
Ziegler, Cooperative 
office, Room 1 5 , 
Services Bldg . ,  581  -
Roommates 
Male roommate needed for 
house across from Power Plant 
on 7th St. . Big rooms ,  2 
kitchens, 3 washrooms. 1 62 1  
7th . Call 345-9286 anytime.  
$90 mo. 
_________ 1 6  
Need roommate to live on 
East side of lake Char. 3 
bedroom home fully furnished-. 
$ 1 00 a mo. 348- 1 593. 
_________20 
Wante d :  One male to 
sublease Yo·ungstown Apt 
January rent paid.  345-9064. 
�-------- 1 6  
Need 1 female for Spring.  
$85 m o n t h l y ,  i n c l u d i n g  
utilities. Close t o  campus. 
345-9503.  
�-------- 1 6  
1 female needed . Very nice 
2 bedroom apartment. Large 
kitchen . Furnished . Only $85 
plus util ities. Call 348-8442 . 
_________ 1 5  
Need 1 female to sublease 
large house. Close to campus; 
own room . Call 348-894 7 .  
_________23 
�---- -,..:-- 1 6  
Need female to share 
e Package · Liquors apartment for Spring. $92 . 50 a 
one clerk here for . month , January free. Call 
. 1 724 Jackson. Nancy - 348-8604 after 8 pm.  
1-:-::--- -:-- :-- 1 6 
1 9  
try majors interested 
erative Education 
with General Electric,  
the Coop-Ed Office,. 
For Rent 
1 5 , Student Services U -STO R E  WAR E H O U S E  
581 -2424. C O .  W e  rent mini-storage 
�:-:------1 6 rooms, JARTRAN Trucks and 
LPN part time position trailers, all kinds packing 
. 1 1 -7 shift 2 night per cartons and equipment for the 
e contact Director · do-it yourself mover. S .  Rt. 
g ,  Hilltop Nursing 1 30 across from Sister C ity 
345-7066. P a r k  e n t r a n c e .  P h o n e  
C h a r l e s t o n ,  3 4 5 - 3 5 3 5 .  
Mattoon 234-2833. 
�--------00 
Rent a mini  storage as low as 
$ 1 5 per month . Size starting at . 
'"-== ====�
29 4 X 1 2  and larger. Ideal for 
LI- winter storage of motorcycles 
and furniture .  Phone . 345-
7 746.  West Rte .  1 6 . 
Nice furnished 6 room 
house. Util ities included . Set 
up for 4 students . Phone 1 -
______ 1 6  967-5579.  
_________ ,oo 
2 room furnished apartment, 
g o o d  l o c a t i o n , p r i v a t e  
entrance, available now. $ 1 40 
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii� a month . Call 345-4 7 5 7 after 
5 p. m .  
_________ oo 
Need 1 female for Spring . ·  
$ 8 5  month ly ,  i n c l u d i n g  
utilities. Close t o  campus. 
345-9503 
_________ 1 6  
3 bedroom apt.-wall to wall 
carpeting. $3 1 5/month . Call Al 
345-22 1 7 or 345-7 7 7 7 .  
�--------00 
Furnished house for males. 
Own bedroom. Two bedrooms 
avali8ble: one $85, the other 
$ 1 00 per month . Call evenings 
345-5976. . 
YOURSELF" CLASSIFIED AD 
_______ _,,ND RUN FOR 
For Rent .An nouncements An nouncements An nouncements 
Sublease house with other 
roommates, close to campus 
and ninety dollars a month rent. 
C o n tact Susan Shannon 
( 3 1 2)785-1 9 1 6  after 7 p .m.  
_________2 1  
Free Money! Save $ 2 5 . 00 
on rent, Y. block off campus, 
excellent living conditions. Call 
now 348-0482 . John or 
Ctiuck. 
_________ 1 6  
2 Bdrm house at 9 1 1 
Harrison . $ 1 70 per month plus 
utilities. Call 348-8535. 
�-------- 1 9  
Furnished house for 3 girls , 
2 blocks from campus on 
Second St. - 345-340 1' , 345-
2 263.  
�-------- 1 9  
Rooms for Rent,  Nice 
atmosphere, nice view . .  On 
H arr ison Street .  $400 
Semester including utilities . 
345-428 1 .  . 
�--------20 
Apartments for rent: One 
bedroom and effi c i e n c y .  
$ 1 1 0-$ 1 35 per month . Call 
345-2547.  
_________ 2 2  
Room i n  private home to 
serious stud e n t ,  k i tc h e ri  
privileges, near campus. 345-
2809.  
_________ 1 6  
F o r  R e n t :  N e e d  2 
roommates. 1 1 1 1  2nd Apt. 8 .  
Phone 348-0609.  $ 1 05 a 
month plus utilities. 
For Sale 
Carpet your room with a 
remnant from Carlyle Interiors 
Unlimited . Located 2 miles 
west of Charleston on Rte . 1 6 . 
Open 8-6 Monday through 
Saturday. Phone 345- 7 7  46.  
_________00 
Marshal Stak Amplifier, Dean 
and Ibanez guitars. Must sel l !  
Cal l  John 345-6263 
_________ 1 6  
Seasoned wood, mostly 
hickory and ash . You haul ,  $25 
rick. Delivered $37 . 50 .  Call 
John Ingram , evenings 345-
2090.  
_________ 1 9  
T.S. . Brown-top Foosball 
Table with coin siot. $400.00 
Call after 6 : 00 348-0233. 
--------� 1 5  
lndash , AM-FM Cassette 
stereo. $50.  345-4644. 
KEEP ABORTION SAFE 
AND LEGAL - Join Naral-Free 
Referals. 345-92 85. 
---------- 00 
Who is the new Brotherhood 
at EIU? Delta Tau Delta. For 
rush info. phone M ike at 58 1 -
5 2 8 1 . 
1 9  
Richey Auction Service 
Route 1 6 , Ashmore, IL  Auction 
sale every Thursday night 7 
p . m .  New and , used furniture 
store open Monday thru Friday 
8 to 5. Saturday 8 to 1 .  Phone 
349-8822 . .  
-------�-00 
S e n d  s e l f - a d d r e s s e d  
stamped envelope, I' l l  ·send 
you two Roe's Dollars. John,  
Box 345,  C harleston,  IL .  
_________2 3  
Free to good home - 4 
month old black kitten .  Litter 
trained. Call 345-2452 after 4 
p . m .  
1 6  
Free quart of Coke with large 
pizza - delivery or pickup.  
Adducci's Pizza. 345-9 1 4 1  , 
345-9393. 
U n i v e r s i t y  B o a r d  i s  
sponsoring a ski trip Spring 
Break to J ac kson Hole , . 
Wyoming. For beginner to 
expert. Free _ half-day lesson. 
Information , 2nd floor Activities 
Office in Union . 
_________1 9  
What is Delta Tau Delta's 
'Brotherhood' about? For rush 
info phone Matt at 5 8 1 -5070.  
1 9  
Bal let 
& Jazz 
Dance 
A six week 
intr odu ctory cours e 
for be ginning 
tee ns and adu lts . 
Special discount 
o n  tu itio n  if 
re gis tere d 
Before Jan. 20 
Session begins Jan. 26 
Class size is limited 
Call Now . . 345-71 82 
Jacqueline 
Bennett 
·oance Center 
N . A A C . P .  is sponsoring a 
movie entitled "Montegomery 
· to Memphis" in honoring Dr. 
Martin Luther King"s birthday 
January 1 5 , 1 98 1  from 7- 1 O 
p . m .  in library Lecture Hall .  
-,.,.--------1 5  
Roe's Dollars buy two Draft 
Stroh's or two mixed drinks. 
_________23 
Two Roe's Dollars buy one 
pitcher of Stroh's or Old Style . 
_________23 
Where is the " New 
Brotherhood" at EIU? No 
where else but Delta Tau Delta. 
For rush info phone Brian at 
348- 1 533.  
-,---------1 9  
Interested in Kiss My Ass 
contest or a Keg Roll from 
Carbondale to Champaign? 
Alpha Phi Omega Rush - call 
· Deb 348-8576.  
_________ 1 5  
Sigma Pi Rush Party tonight 
at 8 : 00 Basement of Ike's. All 
Welcome! 
-=-:-- -,..----� 1 5 
Bring in New Year with the 
Alpha Gam's! In  the basement 
of Ike's at 8 : 00 tonight. All 
welcome . 
-,,---,-�----� 1 5 
Attention Art Students : For 
your artist's needs go to Neer's 
Paint & Wall Covering , 620 6th 
St. , 345-2320.  Oils, acrylics, 
watercolors, papers, matte 
boards, etc . 
_________ 20 
Looking for friendship, fun ,  
and excitement? Check u s  out 
in· U nion for more information . 
Alpha Phi Omega! 
_________ 1 9  
Buy Roe's Dollars - six for 
five , thirteen for ten , thirty for 
twenty. Pool money with 
friends and party. 
' 23 
Come tonight at 8 : 30 to the 
best New Years Eve Party so 
far this year. It's at the Sigma 
Chi House with the Beautiful 
Women of Sigma Kappa. 
1 5  
Come to Mike and Stans 
Stable . Drink Pabst Qt. for 
$ 1 . 00 
/ 1 6  
Tonight Kicker Night at E . L. 
Krackers. Jack and Coke 7 5¢ 
1 5  
Andre W.  - Stop u p  and visit 
sometime. Cy. Stevenson 7 A .  
1 5  
John Ward's Eastsid.ers 
spend less. Look for Display 
Ad.  
. 
ABC 
Enterprises 
B 
O 4 2 2  Madison 
D Charlesto n ,  IL 
y Ph. 348-03 1 1  
s 
H 
0 
p 
Complete Auto �pair 
and Service 
2 4  hr. Towing 
Welcome Back - FivEt]>oints 
Laundromat and Car-lVash . 
Washers 50¢ Save! · 
_________ 1 9  
Why are prominent men at 
E I U  joining the " Dells"? 
Because the "Delts" are a 
prominent fraternity. For rush 
info phone M ike at 5 8 1 - 5 2 8 1  . 
�--------1 9  
Kathy,  Thank you for the last 
two months. I still love you . 
Forrest. 
_________ 1 6  
· Sig Kaps get fired up tor the 
best "Post New Years Eve" 
party ever! ( Looking forward to 
midnight) . The Men of Sigma 
Chi .  
_________ 1 5  
All Welcome to bring in New 
Year with Sigma Pi and Alpha 
Garns in basement of lke"s at 
8 :00.  
_________ 1 5  
Birthright cares - gives free 
pregnancy tests Monday thru 
Friday 3 :00 7 : 00 .  31J8-
8 5 5 1 . 
�-------�00 
Dear Fetus,  Happy 2 0th . I 
think it is unfair that classes 
should begin on your birthday, 
so I am officially declaring this 
an all-campus day of party. 
We've had a lot of great times 
this past year and a half (Rm. 
408, birthday- weekend ,  Luau , 
ski ing,  H-H( ing) ,  w per s 
contest, etc . ) .  Let's make. this 
the best s.emester ever. Having 
the honor of being your 
roommate has had a great 
effect on me. ! ·don't know what 
it is . . .  but it's . something. 
Embryo. 
---�----- 1 5  
When will you stop looking at 
the rest and turn to the best? 
Delta Tau Delta means 
"Brotherhood" .  For rush info 
phone Mike at 348-09 5 7 .  
The Dally has openings for artists, . 
E . . 
cartoonists, reporters and photographers. 
astern Apply in Person 
News 102 Student Services f!uilding · 8 - 4:30 . .  m. 
· MAY I ASSIH, 
(3£1.1!!R.4l, 7HIS IS 
VI/ST ale MO/?& 
STAIN a: UJl{/CH 'JOU M4Y, 
'r1J(! ARE AC"llJ4UY SiINlf!!R· 
I Pf(()IJ/)? '-.. 
COST PER 
. DAY: 
NAME: 
ADDRESS: 
1 O cents per word first day, 7 cents· per word each consecutive 
day thereafter (minimum 1 0  words) . Student rate: half price paid 
in advance. Name and phone number are required for office 
purposes. / 
-------------rHONE :.  _____ _ 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit in Daily Eastern News box in Union 
or bring to News office in Student Services Building by 2 p.m.  the day before it 
is to run (2 p.m. Friday for Monday's p&Rer). 
·� � · · . 
�� .. .. S Samuels makes best 
'�tt; of Eastern 's situation � � . 
Eastern's Ricky Sarkin, shooting the ball over Indiana State-Edwardsville's _ 
John Lanter, and his Panther teammates may not reach the national tournament, 
but are playing well considering . (News photo by Kelvin B_lanks . )  
ALL INVITED 
�JOIN THB CRI 
A GROUP OF MEN 
PULLING TOGETHER 
TO MAKE THE BEST 
OF THEIR COLLEGE YFARS 
T K E  F RAT E R N I TY 
*RUSH PARTY* 
with the TKE Little Sisters 
at 8:00 p�m. 
at the House 
1 429 7th St. 
For rides &.. info.  Call 345-9064 
Now that the hoopla of the 1 980 
football season is behind us, the focus Behind the byline: 
of attention switches to Eastern's  
basketball program. Dave Claypool 
A program that has gained a 
reputation across the country of being 
a quality one and one that has become primarily of young athletes . 
as accoustomed to post-season play as That's  not to say that the Panthers 
any other . ' won't rally to a strong finish as in '76, 
Why not? Eastern, through the past but the facts would not lead you to· 
decade, has compiled a 789-668 believe so. 
winning margin and has appeared in Hampered with the crucial · loss of 
six straight playoff tournaments. starting guards Warren Patten and 
But as we look at the 1 981 Panthers, Chuck Turk, coupled with the pre­
the shine and glitter has seemed to be season departure of Dennis Mumford 
.overshadowed by their frustrating 6-7 and Mike Pickens , Eastern is thin with 
start. experience and it is maturity that takes 
But befor� we write-off this season a team to the playoffs . 
as an unsuccessful one, a bit of history But what if new head coach Rick 
might be appropriate. Samuels doesn't come up with 
During the 1 976-77 season, Eastern Eastern' s seventh consecuitive post-
jumped out to mere 7-8 start and . season team? . 
appeared to be heading no where. Considering all the - obstacles 
But it rallied through the second half Samuels has faced, it would· be an 
of the · season to qualify for the Great exceptional effort to kept his group at 
Lakes Regional and an evep.tual second par. 
place finish. And if the one-point losses to 
In the previous year, practically the Central Missouri and Western, along 
same story was true. with the two and four point defeats to 
- Starting off with a shaky 7-7 mark, ISU-E . and Southwest Missouri could 
Eastern- bounced back to win 1 5  have went the other way, Eastern could 
straight and went on to finsh .third in be riding high at 1 0-3. 
the NCAA Division II tournament . · · But forget the narrow defeats. 
However, before anyone builds up Samuels has got his troops playing well 
too - much optimism and hope, the and in every game-even the mismatch 
proper perspective should be set . with Kansas State which proved to be a . 
Eastern does not have the mature, thriller at 74-62. quality ball players that it had in '76 With the injuries and inexperience 
and '77. problems Samuels has come up 
There is no Jeff Furry, no Rich against, he has fared well and done an 
Rhodes . Just a nucleus comprised . exceptional j ob .  
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
"I 
.. 
r ,.. ,. ,.. ,.. .,. 
RUSH PARTYI . 
with the men of 
,.. 
For rides and-Info 
- call 345-905 3 
.,... ,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. r ,.. ,.. 
,.. 
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Gibson , Marichal head the l ist 
of nominees for the Hal l of Fame 
(AP)-The waiting has ended for this 
year's  list of 39 baseball Hall of Fame 
candidates. 
That's when the Haseball Writers 
Assosiation of America announces the · 
results of its annual election and there -
could be a large number of winners this 
time. 
Bob Gibson and Jaun Marichal, a 
pair of right-handed pitchers with 
remarkably similar lifetime statistics , 
a-nd slugger Harmon Killebrew, one of 
the most feared long-ball hitters of his 
era, . head the list of 21 · first-time 
candidates . 
Pitcher Don Drysdale, who finished 
third, only 5 1  votes short of election 
last year, and the first baseman Gil 
Hodges, fourth last year for the second 
straight time and 56 votes shy, also are 
on the threshold. 
The last time the writers elected as 
niany as three players to the Hall of 
Fame was 1 972 when Sandy Koufax, 
Yogi Berra and Early Wynn were 
named. The last time more than three 
were named was in 1 95 5 .  J oe 
DiMaggio, Gabby · Hartnett, Ted 
Lyons and Dazzy Vance won election 
that year. 
To gain ·admission to the 
Cooperstown , N. Y . ,  shrine , a 
candidate must receive at least 75 
percent of the votes cast by nearly 400 
veteran members of the BBW AA; Last 
year, . with 385 writers voting,  
outfielders Al  Kaline and Duke Snider 
were eleCted, both well over the 289 
ballots required . Kaline was named on 
340 ballots and became the 1 0th player 
in history to be elected in his first year 
of eligibility. Snider got 33 votes. 
O t h e r  m e m b e r s  o f  t h a t  
exclusivefirst-year club are Ted 
Williams, Stan Musial, Bob Feller, 
Jackie Robinson, Sandy Koufax, Ernie 
Banks, Willie Mays, Warren Spahn 
and Mickey Mantle . ' 
· That's  a tough group to crack, but 
Gibson, Marichal and Killebrew would 
seem to have the credentials . 
The first two were pitching 
REFRESHING 
HANGE IN 
IGHT -BEERI· .. - - - -- - - -
. .  
abst Extra Light is made with only 
. . 
the finest ingredients, brewed in 
l'l80 Pabst Brewing Company. Mi lwaukee. Wiscons in and other c it ies. the traditional way. 
ONLY 70- CALORIES 
contemporaries, Gibson a flame­
thrower for 1 7  years with the St. Louis 
Cardinals and Marichal a high-kicking 
craftsman for 1 6  seasons , mostly with 
San Francisco. 
· 
. Gibson won 25 1 games with . an 
e�rned run average of 2 .91  and 3 ,  1 1 7 
strikeouts,second on the all-tiine list 
when he retired . He also won seven of 
nine World Series decisions and had a 
l . 89 I;RA. 
Marichal won 243 games, posted a 
2 . 89 ERA and struck out 2, 303 hitters . 
Killebrew hit .256 in 22 seasons, 
most of them with Minnesota, but 
belted 573 home runs, fifth on the all­
time list. 
ALL 
SEATS 
$1 .0IJ ' 
ALL 
Last Time Tonight 7:30 only TIMES 
MICHAEL CAINE ·1 
DRESSED -� TO J\ILL 
[!!) ANGIE 
-DICKINSON 
STARTS TOMORROW 
Fri . 7 & 9 Sat. 2, 7 & 9 
· Sun . 2 & 7 : 30 Mon. -Thurs. 7 :30 
·- You don't hilv9fo be � mlddl• •ged Just • little 
CRAZY 
20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS 
Welcome Back 
Students !  
HOURS 
Main Bank Lobby 
Monday-Friday . . . . .  9 :00 AM to 3 :00 PM 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . .  9:00 AM to 12 Noon 
Walk-Up Window
.
& Drive-In Facility 
Monday - Thurs . . . . .  8 : 30 AM to 4:30 PM 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 : 30 AM to 6:30 PM 
Saturday : . . . . . . . . .  8 : 30 AM to 1 2  Noon 
lnstailment Loan Department 
Monday-Thurs . . . . . .  9:00 AM to 5 :00 PM 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . .  9:00 AM to 6 : 30 PM 
. Saturd� . . . . . . . . . . 9:00 AM to 12 Noon 
Lincoln A venue Facility . 
· Lobby 
Monday-Friday . . . . .  9:00 AM to 3 : 00 PM 
Saturday . . . . . . . . . .  9 :00 AM to 12 Noo,n 
Walk-Up Window 
Monday-Thurs . . . . . .  3:00 PM tp 4:30 PM 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3:00 PM to 6:30 PM 
Drive-In Facility 
Monqay-Thurs . . . . .  : 8 :30 AM to 4:30 PM 
Friday . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 : 30 AM to 6:30 PM 
Saturday . . . . . . . .  : . .  8 : 30 Am to 12 Noon 
Across from Old Main 
ab . . . . 
�on national bank 
o.,..,_� $1li:Tiol t. .. 0Nll0£ / OIAltLlSTOH, ILLINOIS 1 1 110 I ( 1 1 71 )0·1101 -· · • •  
1. ...... � Aoo Sl)(TH l 1.INCOl.H I tNAllll.HTON. IU.INOIS 1 1 110 / ( 1 1 '1 HS-1101 
""· 
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Cagers encounter $3 , 500 loss at K-State 
. . 
by Steve Binder 
In addition to Eastern 's  basketball 
team's 74-62 setback by Kansas State 
last Saturday and its 80-64 thrashing by 
Northern Michigan Monday night, the 
cagers also suffered an estimated 
$3 ,500 loss . 
Early Sunday morning, while head 
coach Rick Samuels and his squad were 
sleeping at the Executive Inn Hotel in 
Kansas City, thieves broke into the 
Panthers' chaufeur van and stole 
Eastern's complete set of 12 visiting 
uniforms and warm-ups .  
Also reported missing were seven 
pairs of Converse basketball shoes and 
Eastern's complete video recording 
equipment set-items which Samuels 
said were worth between· $3 ,000 and 
$3,500. 
The thieves also swiped WEI C's Ray 
Smith ' s  (Panther play-by-play 
announcer) broadcasting equipment 
which Smith valued at $600. His 
equipment was stored in the same van 
as Eastern' s  equipment . 
The uniforms and video equipment 
were · stored in two trunks and a 
wooden box in the back of the van, 
Samuels said . 
· · When Samuels and his team walked 
out to the parking lot prepared to leave 
for the Northern Michigan game at 
8 : 30 a .m.  · Monday, they discovered 
that a van window had been smashed 
and the trunks and the box were taken. 
"My first reaction was anger when. I 
found out that the - hotel had no 
security, "  Samuels said . "They have 
had continued problems with 
vandalism. At  least the indication that 
the policeman gave me was that they 
had vandalism · two or three times a 
week in that area ,"  Samuels said. 
"Yea, with that kind of situation 
you would think you would get a little 
more security, "  Smith said. 
. After discovering the robbery, 
Samuels was faced with the problem of 
suiting up his players for the upcoming 
Northern Michigan contest. 
"We called here (to Eastern) and I 
Eastern 's Patten to sit 
in stands for. first time 
by Terri Lear Patten said he attends practices to 
For Eastern's Warren Patten, the give any help he can to his teammates . 
Western Illinois basketball game meant However, during one session, he had to 
more ·than a team loss , it meant the end leave . 
of his season. "A ball rolled over to me and I 
Patten, who transfered to Eastern wanted to take it to the court and 
last season, had never missed a game in play ,"  Patten said. " It was so 
his basketball career until a knee injury frustrating . I ended up crying and had 
sidelined the 6- 1 senior guard in the to leave. ' '  _ 
second half of the V{ estern contest on Patten also said that with he and 
Dec. 1 3 .  Eastern's  other starting guard Chuck 
The injury not only sidelined Patten Turk out of the line-up, the team has 
for the game but also for the remainder· been hurt. 
of the year . Turk ' suffered torn legiments in his 
"I turned to get out of the three knee during the Panthers' 8 1 -73 loss to 
second lane and I twisted my knee , "  Wright State o n  Dec . 22 . 
Patten said . "As it turned out, I had a - "There's  too much inexperience . 
. horizontal fracture across my knee But they are pulling together and trying 
cap. The doctor didn't  know exactly hard , "  he said . " I ' m  proud of them . "  
what happened'. ' '  
· 
Because of Eastern' s  just completed 
No operation was neccessary, but seven-game road trip, Patten has been 
Patten will be in a cast for at least two unable to watch his teammates play. 
more weeks, when he is scheduled to He said, however, that he has listened 
· begin his rehabilitation program. to their games over the radio.  
Before Patten's  injury, he had been · " I  listen to the play-by-play and my 
averaging 1 3 . 8  points per game while heart starts beating so fast I can hardly 
shooting at a . 52  percent clip. stand it , "  Patten said. "I don't  know 
"At first I felt sorry for myself and if I will sit on the bench or in the 
denied the fact that this could happen audience. I 've never sat on the bench 
to me, " Patten said . "But I 'm a . . and just watched before. ' '  
Christian, and I prayed about it and But for this season;· at h�ast, Warren 
learned to accept my injury as a sign. I Patten will have to get used to being on 
think it was giving me a chance to the outside look�ng in.  
improve my school work . "  
Eastern 's 1 3-game basketball  statistics (6-7) 
NAME 
Ricky Robinson 
Jim Williams 
Ricky Serkin 
Rico Ellis 
Vincent Smelter 
Leigh Hankins 
Jeff Jacobs 
Warren Patten 
Chuck Turk 
G FGA FGM · PCT 
13 1 96 93 .474 
1 3  1 07 5 8  . 542 
1 2 63 28 .444 
1 3  92 44 .478 
8 .  25 1 3  . 520 
1 3  46 24 . . 522 
1 2  23 1 0  .435 
6 67 3 5  . 522 
9 77 33 .428 
REB FT A FTM .PCT A PTS AVE 
88 62 46 .742 38 232 1 7 . 8  
70 28 2 1  . 750 1 1  1 37 1 0 . 5  
5 9  37 1 8  .486 10 74 6 .2  
32 32 25 . 78 1 23 1 1 3 8 . 7  
1 4  1 0  8 . 800 1 3  34 4.2 
39 12 1 1  . 91 7  1 2  5 9  4 . 5  
46 1 9  1 3  .684 12 3 3  · 2 . 7  
1 2  1 6  1 3  . 8 1 2  1 4  83 1 3 . 8 
2 1  22 1 6  . 727 42 82 9 . 1-
got a hold of Russ (Waltrip) , the 
equipment man, and we knew that 
there was an old set of visiting 
uniforms, "  Sammuels said . "What we 
needed were the uniforms and to 
replace the shoes . "  
Wal trip then sent the equipment via 
chartered plane to Kansas City, where 
it arrived just 1 5  minu.tes before the 
Panthers were to depart for Ma,,rquette, · 
Mich. , Samuels said. 
Samuels estimated the cost of the 
plane fare for flying up the old 
uniforms at $300. 
Smith used a different route in 
substituting his-' equipment for the 
Northern Michigan game. 
"Gil Heard, the s'ports information 
director at Northern Michigan, out of 
the goodness of his heart , lent me some 
of his equipment for the show . I really 
got lucky, " Smith said . 
Nevertheless, Samuels said he felt 
the incident had some IJ!ild effects on 
his squad' s  performance against 
Northern Michigan. 
' 'The tennis shoes caused some 
discomfort . The fact that we didn't  
have any warm-ups-the gym wasn't 
neccessarily warm-caused us some 
- problems in the fact that we had some 
people coming off th_e bench that 
weren ' t  loose , "  Samuels sai d .  
"However, I dort't  think that when 
you analyze the whole game it had that 
much effect . "  
' 
Samuels added that his team will 
continue to use the old unif9rms and 
find some "make shift"  warm-ups.  
" It would take about four weeks to 
fill  an order like that , "  Samuels said. 
" So we'll ,  probably stick with the old 
ones . ' '  · . 
After his expensive loss in Kansas 
City, Samuels said he has learned 
something from the incident. 
" I ' m  sure not going to stay at the 
Executive Inn Hotel . We will proba,,bly 
travel the same way except I think it 
will be more individualized. Each 
player will carry his own bag of 
equipment, ' '  Samuels said. 
Currently injured , Warren Patten goes up for a shot against Mi l l ikin played last 
November. Patten sustained a cracked knee a�ainst Western and wil l  be lost tor 
the season .  (News photo by Tom Roberts . )  
